We investigate the structure of the spectrum of states in D = 2 SU(N) supersymmetric Yang-Mills matrix quantum mechanics, which is a simplified model of Matrix theory. We compute the thermal partition function of this system and give evidence for the correctness of naively conjectured structure of the spectrum. It also suggests that Claudson-Halpern-Samuel solution is the unique eigenfunction of simultaneously diagonalizable hermitian operators, and we show that it is true in N = 3 and N = 4 cases.
Introduction
Matrix theory is expected to be a correct description of M-theory, and is given as an U(N) matrix quantum mechanics. The structure of the spectrum of states of this theory is complicated, and we know little about it except that the spectrum is continuous with some discrete poles.
Instead, in this paper we investigate D = 2 SU(N) supersymmetric Yang-Mills matrix quantum mechanics, whose action is given by the dimensional reduction of D = 2 = 1 + 1 super Yang-Mills theory to 0 + 1 dimension. As a simplified model of Matrix theory, which is from D = 10 super Yang-Mills theory, we expect that it gives some hint to the spectrum of Matrix theory. This quantum mechanics is almost free, but Gauss law associated with the gauge fixing procedure makes it nontrivial.
The action of D = 2 matrix quantum mechanics is given by
where g is the coupling constant, DX = ∂ t X − i[A 0 , X], and X, A 0 , θ are matrices in su(N)
Lie algebra. θ is also a complex Grassmann odd operator. This action is invariant under the gauge transformation, and the following supersymmetry transformation:
(1. 2) Quantization of this system gives the following commutation relations: {Q, H} = (terms proportional to 1st class constraints), (1.8) {Q † , H} = (terms proportional to 1st class constraints).
(1.9)
The fermion part of the states is constructed by acting (θ a ) † on a vacuum |0 F satisfying θ a |0 F = 0. Then the total states take the following form:
(1.10)
A gauge invariant solution to Schrödinger equation in the sector of zero fermion number has been found in [1, 2] : When X is diagonalized by the gauge transformation:
. .
then Claudson-Halpern-Samuel (CHS) solution, which has N continuous parameters k i , is
given by
where M = i<j (x i − x j ) and σ indicates summation over all the permutations. This expression gives a solution in the case of U(N) gauge group. To remove center of mass U(1) part one just have to impose the condition i k i = 0. Then ψ(X) depends on only traceless part w i ≡ x i − 1 N j x j . In SU(2) case this is the only energy eigenfunction with zero fermion number [1, 2] . In the case of higher groups there are more solutions [3, 4] .
Naively we can expect that the spectrum can be constructed by acting gauge invariant operators made of Π and θ † on states in the sector of zero fermion number [2] . Indeed in N = 2 case it has been proven that the whole spectrum is constructed in this way on CHS solution [1, 2] . To investigate the case of general N, in section 2 we compute the thermal partition function of this system, and give an interpretation of the result. The form of the partition function gives support to the naive expectation, and we give a conjecture that CHS solution is the unique eigenfunction of simultaneously diagonalizable operators tr [Π n ] (n = 2, 3, . . . , N). In section 3, we prove this conjecture in N = 3 and N = 4 cases. Section 4 contains some discussion, and Appendix contains necessary information on SU(N) group theory.
2 Thermal partition function and spectrum of D = 2 matrix quantum mechanics
In this section we compute the thermal partition function of D = 2 quantum mechanics
, where the trace Tr phys is taken over the physical states. Then from it we will obtain insight to the structure of the spectrum of this system. First we compute Z in the operator formalism. Z can be rewritten in terms of a trace without the condition of gauge invariance, by inserting SU(N) group element e iλ a G a :
where dλ indicates integral over SU(N) (See Appendix for notation about SU(N) group theory used here and the following), and works as a projector onto the gauge invariant states.
We can set λ (ij) = 0 without loss of generality.
Since in −βh + iλ a G a boson part and fermion part are decoupled, Z is decomposed into corresponding parts Z B and Z F :
where
Z F can be computed by using the knowledge of group theory: e iλ a G a F is just the gauge group element for fermions: 4) and (θ a 1 ) † . . . (θ an ) † |0 F forms an antisymmetric tensor product representation of adjoint representation. Therefore Z F is given by the sum of group theory characters of those representations:
where we used (A.23). If we introduce an additional parameter q for counting fermion number
Next let us compute Z B (λ). By introducing eigenstates of Π:
Noting that e iλ c G c B generates gauge group elements,
Since Ad(λ) bc is diagonalized by decomposing adjoint indices into Cartan part m and ladder operator part (ij),
where V is the volume factor V = 2πδ(p = 0). Therefore
Then Z is given by
Note that the factor i =j (1 − z i /z j ) −1 from Z B is canceled with the measure factor from dλ.
To confirm the above result from different viewpoint, we will quickly explain the path integral calculation of Z (For similar calculation in a different context, see e.g. [5] ). In this calculation the overall normalization of Z is somewhat ambiguous, and therefore we shall not keep track of normalization factors. In Euclidean path integral formulation Z is given by
where A 0 (t) and X(t) are periodic, and θ(t) is antiperiodic up to gauge transformation, with periodicity β. Vol(SU(N)) is the infinite volume of the redundancy from the gauge symmetry.
By the shift A 0 → A 0 + g 2 X, we can eliminate the interaction term θ † [X, θ]:
A 0 can be taken to be ∆ given in the following, by taking Lorentz gauge ∂ t A 0 = 0:
(2.14)
General A 0 is in the form of gauge transformation of ∆:
and the path integral measure DA 0 is decomposed as follows: 
For periodic functions eigenvalues of ∂ t are given by i 2π β n (n ∈ Z) and
where we used the following zeta-function regularization:
Using the above and
and then
where z i = e 2πiy i , and y i = β 2π α i . This is the measure factor for the integration over SU(N)
group. The path integral of DU cancels the infinite volume factor: DU = Vol(SU(N)). Since α i appear symmetrically, the integral of α i can be done by regarding all the α i independent from each other, and dividing by the factor 1/N!:
After the gauge fixing X and θ can be taken as periodic and antiperiodic respectively. The functional integral of them can be done as Gaussian integrals:
where Det is the functional determinant for antiperiodic functions, and the volume factor V N −1 comes from the integral of the zero modes of X. Then
Thus we can reproduce the result of operator formalism calculation, with the similar cancellation of the measure factor.
To interpret the form of Z and read off information on the spectrum, let us consider mass deformation of this quantum mechanics given by the following action: 
where we used (A.22) and (A.23). For some analysis of this expression see [6] .
If we take massless limit q → 1, we obtain almost the same expression of the partition function as that in the undeformed case: the factor i =j (1 − z i /z j ) is canceled, and the factor (1 − q) 1−N corresponds to the infinite volume factor V N −1 . Keeping this in mind, let us return to the structure of the spectrum in the undeformed case and try to understand the structure We can see a correspondence of states between mass deformed and undeformed systems:
Therefore number of these states in the undeformed case can be counted by setting q = 1 in (2.31). However, due to the factor (1 − q) −1 we cannot take the limit q → 1. This is 
. . .
where q is introduced to count the number of Π. If one just want to count the number of these gauge invariant operators, tr [Π n ] in the above expression can be replaced by 1:
The coefficient of q n in the expansion of this expression gives the number of the operators made of n Πs.
Therefore the number of gauge invariant operators which act nontrivially on |p 2 , p 3 , . . . , p N can be counted by
We can safely take the limit q → 1 in this expression: It has N − 1 continuous parameters k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k N −1 corresponding to free particle momenta, and these appear symmetrically in the solution. Therefore the contribution to the partition function is computed by regarding k i independent, with the factor 1/N!:
This times (2.37) gives exactly the same expression as Z: we have to know how Π acts on such restricted functions. Note that on any function f (X),
.
where Π a is regarded as −i ∂ ∂Xa . Therefore, action of two or more Π (ij) s on a gauge invariant function can be reduced to that of less Π (ij) s by replacing the first Π (ij) by G (ij) , and moving it rightward using the following commutation relation until it annihilates the function:
and Π (ii) = 0. These can be shown from (A.3) and
replaced by ∂ i with the following relation:
where P is the center of mass momentum operator P = 1 N N i=1 ∂ i , and summation over m is understood. Since we set the eigenvalue of P zero and P commutes with any operator dependent only on ∂ i and the differences x i − x j , we ignore terms proportional to P in the following.
Thus we can reduce action of Πs on gauge invariant functions to ∂ i . Therefore we obtain
where ′ indicates summations with the condition that the dummy indices take different values from each other. CHS solutions have the prefactor M. This can be moved leftward using
and with the following identities:
we can show
, and therefore the above equations mean that CHS solutions are eigenfunctions of (Π 3 ) and (Π 4 ).
Next, using the method in [3] , we shall show that eigenfunctions of tr [Π n ] with zero fermion number for fixed eigenvalues are unique in N = 3 and N = 4 cases. Gauge invariant states in the sector of zero fermion number are in the following form: 
can be rewritten as a sum of terms in the form of (
eigenvalue equations (Π n )ψ = p n ψ give recurrence relations for determining a n 2 ,n 3 ,...,n N . If these relations determine them uniquely up to the overall scaling, the eigenfunction must be unique.
For N = 2, the recurrence relation contains a n and a n+1 , which determines a n completely in terms of a 0 [3] .
For N = 3, case, by explicit calculation using (A.8), (A.9) and the following equations: (3.20) and the following equations which hold in N = 3 case,
we obtain two recurrence relations, respectively from (Π 2 )ψ = p 2 ψ and (Π 3 )ψ = p 3 ψ: p 2 a n,m = −4(n + 1)(n + 3m + 4)a n+1,m − 3 2 (m + 1)(m + 2)a n−2,m+2 , (3.22)
−ip 3 a n,m = (m + 1){30n + 9nm + 6n(n − 1) + 9m(m + 4) + 40}a n,m+1 − 3 4 (m + 1)(m + 2)(m + 3)a n−3,m+3
where n, m ≥ 0 and terms proportional to a n ′ ,m ′ with negative n ′ or m ′ must be omitted. From 
p 2 a n−1,m + 3 2 (m + 1)(m + 2)a n−3,m+2 , (3.25) a n,m with n ≥ 3 can also be determined recursively from a 0,m . Therefore there are infinitely many solutions to (Π 2 )ψ = p 2 ψ and are determined by giving a 0,m as an initial condition. 
The first equation of the above means that the entire solution is determined by a 0,0 and shows that the solution for fixed p 2 and p 3 is unique. The second and third ones are consistent with (3.24). Since it seems difficult to give simple expression of the solution to (3.28), we only show some of a n,m : This solution must coincide with CHS solution. Indeed by straightforward calculation we have checked that lower terms in the expansion of CHS solution reproduce the above a n,m .
Thus we see that for N = 3 our conjecture given in the previous section is correct. Next we shall analyze N = 4 case. By the calculation similar to N = 3 case we obtain three recurrence relations:
p 2 a n,m,l = 2(l + 1)(l + 2)a n−3,m,l+2 + 9 4 (m + 1)(m + 2)a n−2,m+2,l −(l + 1)(14m + 121 + 29)a n−1,m,l+1 − 4 3 (l + 1)(l + 2)a n,m−2,l+2 −9(m + 1)(m + 2)a n,m+2,l−1 − 2(n + 1)(15 + 2n + 6m + 8l))a n+1,m,l , (3.31)
−ip 3 a n,m,l = 8(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)a n+3,m−1,l + 36(n + 1)(n + 2)(m + 1)a n+2,m+1,l−1 +4(n + 1)(l + 1)(12 + 2l + 3m + 7n)a n+1,m−1,l+1 +9(m + 1)(15 + 18l + 4l 2 + 8m + 4lm + m 2 + 7n + 8ln + 2mn − n 2 )a n,m+1,l − 8 9 (l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)a n,m−3,l+3 +(l + 1)(l + 2)(32 + 28n + 10m + 12l)a n−1,m−1,l+2 +9(m + 1)(l + 1)(3/2 + l − 2n)a n−2,m+1,l+1
+6(l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)a n−3,m−1,l+3 − 9 2 (m + 1)(l + 1)(l + 2)a n−4,m+1,l+2 , (3.32) p 4 a n,m,l = 27 4 (m + 1)(m + 2)(l + 1)(l + 2)a n−5,m+2,l+2
−(l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)(37 + 12l + 26m + 8n)a n−4,m,l+3 + 81 64 (m + 1)(m + 2)(m + 3)(m + 4)a n−4,m+4,l + 28 3 (l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)(l + 4)a n−3,m−2,l+4 − 135 8 (m + 1)(m + 2)(l + 1)(9 + 4l + 2m)a n−3,m+2,l+1
2 )a n−2,m,l+2 − 81 8 (m + 1)(m + 2)(m + 3)(m + 4)a n−2,m+4,l−1 + 2 9 (l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)(69 + 36l + 50m + 136n)a n−1,m−2,l+3 + 9 4 (m + 1)(m + 2)(117 + 222l + 72l 2 + 50m + 60lm
2 )a n−1,m+2,l + 28 27 (l + 1)(l + 2)(l + 3)(l + 4)a n,m−4,l+4
3 )a n,m,l+1 + 81 4 (m + 1)(m + 2)(m + 3)(m + 4)a n,m+4,l−2 + 4 9 (l + 1)(l + 2)(n + 1)(135 + 32l + 18m + 78n)a n+1,m−2,l+2 +9(m + 1)(m + 2)(n + 1)(45 + 24l + 14m + 6n)a n+1,m+2,l−1 +(n + 1)(n + 2)(435 + 480l + 96l 2 + 396m + 192lm +72m 2 + 116n + 96ln + 56mn)a n+2,m,l + 32 3 (l + 1)(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)a n+3,m−2,l+1 +16(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 3)(n + 4)a n+4,m,l−1 , (3.33) where n, m, l ≥ 0 and terms proportional to a n ′ ,m ′ ,l ′ with negative n ′ , m ′ or l ′ must be omitted.
From (3.31), we obtain the following equation which determines a n+1,m,l with n ≥ 0, m ≥ 0, and l ≥ 0, in terms of a n ′ ,m ′ ,l ′ with n ′ ≤ n: a n+1,m,l = 1 2(n + 1)(2n + 6m + 8l + 15) 2(l + 1)(l + 2)a n−3,m,l+2 + 9 4 (m + 1)(m + 2)a n−2,m+2,l − (l + 1)(14m + 12l + 29)a n−1,m,l+1 − 4 3 (l + 1)(l + 2)a n,m−2,l+2 − p 2 a n,m,l − 9(m + 1)(m + 2)a n,m+2,l−1 . (3.34)
Therefore we only have to determine a 0,m,l . By setting n = 0 and l ≥ 3 in (3.32) and using the above to rewrite a n,m,l with n ≥ 1 in terms of a 0,m,l , we obtain the following equation, which Henceforth we only show schematic forms of equations using the following symbol:
[n, m, l] ≡ a term proportional to a n,m,l , (3.43)
because explicit expressions are lengthy and it is not illuminating to show details of them.
However we have computed all the explicit expressions and have confirmed that there is no singular coefficient which prevents us from solving linear equations. Setting n = 0 in (3.33), rewriting a n,m,l with n ≥ 1 in terms of a 0,m,l , and setting m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, we obtain Although one may think that this system is too simplified for a model of Matrix theory, it may give hint to the structure of asymptotic plane waves of Matrix theory, which is important to consider scattering process [9] .
Appendix A SU(N ) group and characters
A Cartan subalgebra {H m ; m = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1} of Lie algebra su(N) can be given as a set of diagonal traceless N × N matrices. For example,
These satisfy tr(H m H n ) = δ mn . Then a Cartan-Weyl basis is given by
where E ij is the matrix whose only nonzero component is at i-th row and j-th column:
where An ordinary hermitian basis {T a ; a = 1, 2, . . . , N 2 − 1} satisfying (T a ) † = T a and tr(T a T b ) = δ ab is given by
Due to the following:
An element θ a T a of Lie algebra su(N) can be expanded in various ways. We define θ m , θ (±ij) and θ (ij) as follows: Note that z i or y i are not independent of each other:
y i = 0. The character χ(R) of a representation R is given by a trace of a group element g = e iλ a G a over states in R: χ(R) = tr R (g), and we define χ(R k ) by χ(R k ) = tr R (g k ). Since tr R (hgh −1 ) = tr R (g), we can set λ (ij) = 0 without loss of generality. The characters of n-rank symmetric tensor product Sym n (R), and n-rank antisymmetric tensor product Alt n (R), of a representation R can be computed by the following Frobenius formulae:
χ(Alt n (R)) = n k=1 ki k =n i k :nonnegative integer (−1)
The second formula gives zero when n is larger than the dimension of R. The generating functions of these characters is expressed in the following form. 
